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Nadia Watson-Anthony, was born on August 1, 1984 in Fort Worth, Texas. She is a faithful teacher 

of the Gospel, dedicated wife and mother of nine, marriage counselor and life coach. She is a 

Graduate of Sunset Bible Institution holding a degree in Biblical studies. Nadia puts her degree to 

work by traveling the world inspiring woman who do not understand their true feminine power. 

Nadia helps woman by encouraging them to use their voices in writing, each woman to her own 

advantage. Nadia is also a graduate of Amridge University with a Bachelor's of Science in Business 

Management, following this degree she became the Founder of H.E.R Inspiration. H.E.R. 

Inspiration is a service that searches for women and give them an equal opportunity to be an 

inspiration to the world through their book writing.  

In 2019 Nadia collaborated eight-teen women who became co-authors, of her Anthology “Woman 

to Woman.” Nadia is currently pursuing her Master’s degree in Social Services looking to service 

her community in the masses. Nadia is the founder of Christian Maturity Mentorship Program, she 

is a sponsor for the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, she donates to a Mission (yearly 

ladies' day) in Togo West Africa and a is great contributor of Sunrise Pregnancy Support Center. 

Nadia is also a Book writing Representative for Greatness University of London, UK. Nadia has 

written several books, “H.E.R. Inspiration 31-day devotion,” Women to Women “transitioning 

into your best future,” “Woman to Woman Sisters of Sarah,” The Book of Love” and has co-author 

varies of books (BEST SELLERS), “Jesus changed our lives” and “Les Brown changed our lives.” 

In between traveling Nadia volunteers for speaking engagements at nursing facilities and schools.  

Nadia is passionate about all creation, education, leadership, empowerment and her faith. Nadia 

understands that power has been continuously abused for personal gains and profit. That is why 

she work hard giving woman equal opportunities to become Authors and be the best of themselves 

they could possibly be. Nadia is convinced women supporting woman is on the rise. Nadia Believe 

that this empowerment will give access to natural and intellectual resources, possibility and 

opportunities to produce, build and dominate. Nadia believes that everyone should at least write 

one book in their lifetime.  

“In order to be a great Individual, one must read and educate themselves on all areas of life.”-

Nadia Anthony 
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